
 

  

Exuding an unmistakable sporty legacy, this model boasts sleek 

lines and edgy exterior elements that leave no doubt about its 

heritage. While sharing functional similarities with the flybridge 

model, the HTC differentiates itself through a generous sunroof 

and a glass panel enveloping the main living space, enabling the 

driver to create an open-air experience by moving the roof, star-

board, and aft doors for improved access and ventilation.

The cockpit’s centerpiece is an adaptable L-shaped modular sofa 

that transforms into an aft-facing sun pad. While the bow sun-

decks are ideal for stationary relaxation, the addition of a seat 

with back support caters to adventurous souls seeking an exhil-

arating bow ride during cruising.Within the main living area, an 

expansive dining table for six stands opposite a well-equipped 

kitchen, brimming with storage for weekend getaways. 

The helm station, encircled by windows ensuring exceptional vis-

ibility, also benefits from sliding doors for swift mooring maneu-

vers. The option of multiple interior finishes invites customization.

Beneath the hardtop, the ingenious three-cabin layout remains 

intact, accommodating six berths distributed among two doubles 

and a twin with bunk beds. Crucial areas retain standing height, 

while the separation of the head and shower ensures dryness.

The 370 HTC seamlessly blends striking aesthetics with a thought-

fully designed, functional interior, fulfilling a comprehensive 

checklist for both style and practicality.

The 360 FLY’s hardtop version enhances performance and style, 

maintaining its clever interior features. With a dynamic silhouette 

and expansive glass roof, it’s an instant eye-catcher.

HARDTOP LINE

READY FOR ADVENTURE
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Ideal balance: proportions, agility, 

and elegance.

Notice the glass panels extending over the roof      

Bow seating for the adventurous      



 

Bathroom is equipped with a head, sink and shower      

 

Guest cabin with a double bed and plenty of storage areas      

Forward cabin with a double bed is brightened by skylights      Saloon comes with a dining area and a galley      

  

The main living area offers plenty of natural light 

thanks to all the windows
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LAYOUTS

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform       

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
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Drop down the cockpit seating to create a relaxing 

sunpad 
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 1

Bridge clearance 2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category
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